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**Optical Guided**-guidance system that uses a special strip (taped or painted) on the floor to guide an AGV.

**Lot Size**-represents the quantity of an item you order for delivery on a specific date, or manufacture in a single production run.

**Weighted Out**-Describes a condition where the weight capacity of a trailer or container has been met.

**Pick Face**-this is the portion of our storage area that is immediately accessible to the order picker. Think of it as the front of your storage.

**Blind Count**-describes method used in cycle counting and physical inventories where you provide your counters with item number and location but no quantity information.

**Landed Cost**-inventory costing method that includes the purchased cost plus transportation costs, import fees, duties, taxes, and other costs incurred in obtaining the inventory.

**Counting Scale**-a special scale used to determine quantities (rather than just weight).

**Legacy System**-implies a business computer/information system that is old or outdated.

**Each**-refers to the units you are using; the smallest possible unit of measure (the individual pieces).

**Obsolete Inventory**-inventory that has had no sales or usage activity for a specific period of time.

**Rail Guided**-guidance system used with very-narrow-aisle vehicles such as order selectors and turret trucks.

**Distribution**-describes the process of storing, shipping, and transporting goods.

**Available**-the status of inventory as it relates to its ability to be sold or consumed.

**License Plate**-an ID number placed on a pallet, tote, carton or other container, and are used to track the contents of that container as it moves through the warehouse.

**AIDC**-Automatic identification & data collection.

**Locator System**-inventory-tracking systems that allow you to assign locations to your inventory to facilitate greater tracking and the ability to store product randomly.

**Standard Deviation**-used to describe the spread of the distribution of numbers.
**Pick Module** - can describe anything from a large area of a warehouse designated for order picking (such as a multi-level mezzanine picking area) to the individual sections of flow rack or other storage media that make up the picking area.

**Optional Replenishment** - the action of ordering or producing up to the Max in a Min-Max system even though inventory has not reached the Min.

**Purchase Order** - a document used to approve, track, and process purchased items. Used to communicate a purchase to a supplier.